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Abstract 
The scholars - may God Almighty have mercy on them - have limited the necessities without which there is no life in five 
faculties in which all the molecules necessary for life fall. A person’s life is cut off, and if there is a difference between 
the nations regarding the preservation of these necessities, it is in the manner of preserving them, not in their origin. 
The research has been called the nature of legitimacy for crimes of necessity; Because the meaning of necessity is a 
comprehensive meaning that touches on many matters, and a person must be characterized by reconciliation with 
himself and with others, and the noble Islamic Sharia has considered that any aggression that occurs against these 
universals or one of them is considered a crime in the eyes of Sharia that deserves the punishment specified by the 
Sharia. Islam did not leave the matter in vain, as the Almighty said (ڱ ڱ ڱ ڱ ں) :but rather set the limits  
 
And enact the way to know what is beneficial that must be sought and commanded, and what is harmful must be avoided 
and abstained from. And all of this came through the provisions that God enacted for his servants. As these commands 
and prohibitions are the sections of the ruling with which the Islamic street addressed the taxpayers. In this research, I 
dealt with some of the rulings on a number of issues in advance by defining them and explaining their divisions as 
follows: Definition of governance and its divisions, intention and permission, legal nature of necessity, comparison 
between Sharia and law in the nature of necessity, 
 
I have interpreted the verses, explained the hadiths, criticism and deduction, and listed the opinions of scholars and 
tried to explain the most correct one. Using the analytical method, then it showed the teachings to which the verses 
guide us, which must be applied in dealing with people through the applied approach. 
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  ملخص البحث 
الضرورات التي لا حیاة بدونھا في كلیات خمس تندرج فیھا كل الجزئیات اللازمة للحیاة، وھذه الضرورات مراعاة   –رحمھم الله تعالى    –لقد حصر العلماء  

لإنسان انقطعت حیاتھ، وإذا في كل الشرائع، والقوانین البشریة، لأن ضرورتھا لا تخص أمة دون أمة، بل ھي لجمیع المخلوقین بمنزلة الھواء الذي إذا فقده ا
؛  طبیعة الشرعیة لجرائم الضرورةوقد سمیت البحث بـ    كان قد حصل اختلاف بین الأمم في حفظ ھذه الضرورات، فإنما ھو في كیفیة حفظھا لا في أصلھ.  

ھذا ولقد اعتبرت الشریعة الإسلامیة ،    لأن معنى الضرورة معنى شامل یتطرق إلى أمور كثیرة ، والإنسان یجب أن یتصف بالإصلاح مع نفسھ ومع غیره 
یترك الإسلام الغراء، أن أي اعتداء یقع على ھذه الكلیات أو على أحدھا یعتبر جریمة في نظر الشرع یستحق مقترفھا العقاب المحدد من قبل الشرع، ولم  

ة یجب طلبھ، ویأمر بھ، وما ھو مضرة یجب اجتنابھ والكف  بل وضع الحدود. وسن الطریق لمعرفة ما ھو مصلح (ڱ ڱ ڱ ڱ ں)الأمر سدى، كما قال تعالى: 
ولقد مي المكلفین.  عنھ. وكل ذلك جاء عن طریق الأحكام التي سنھا الله لعباده. حیث إن ھذه الأوامر والنواھي ھي أقسام الحكم الذي خاطب بھ الشارع الإسلا

  ،  بتعریفھا وبیان أقسامھا كالآتي تناولت في ھذا البحث بعضا من الأحكام في عدد من المسائل مسبقتا 
  تعریف الحكم وأقسامھ, العزیمة والرخصة, الطبیعة القانونیة للضرورة, المقارنة بین الشریعة والقانون في طبیعة الضرورة,
التحلیلي ، ثم بینت ما ترشد إلیھ   وقد قمت بتفسیر الآیات وشرح الأحادیث والنقد والاستنباط وصرد آراء العلماء ومحاولة بیان الراجح منھ. مستخدما المنھج

  الآیات من تعالیم یجب العمل بھا في التعامل مع الناس من خلال المنھج التطبیقي.
 الكلمات الافتتاحیة: طبیعة, الشرعیة, جرائم, الضرورة.
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INTRODUCTION 
The scholars, may God Almighty have mercy on them, have limited the necessities without which there is no life in five 
faculties in which all the molecules necessary for life are included. His life, and if there was a difference between the 
nations regarding the preservation of these necessities, it is only in the manner of preserving them, not in its origin. 
These necessities are: religion, the soul, offspring, the mind, and money, and there are those who say a sixth necessity, 
which was considered in the heavenly laws, and among nations that preserved a remnant of instinct, which is to preserve 
honor, and if some peoples had corrupted their nature and did not take care of it, that is not It indicates that it is not a 
necessity in itself, but the lack of care of these peoples indicates the corruption of their nature. However, many jurists 
combined it with the necessity of preserving offspring and considered them to be one thing. 
 
And the noble Islamic Sharia has considered that any attack on these colleges or one of them is considered a crime in the 
eyes of the Sharia, whose perpetrator deserves the punishment specified by the Sharia, and Islam did not leave the 
matter in vain, as the Almighty said  (ڱ ڱ ڱ ڱ ں) :but rather set the limits. . And enact the way to know what is a benefit 
that must be sought and commanded, and what is harmful must be avoided and refrained from. It was His commands 
and prohibitions. What God Almighty forbade it is a sin any crime. The worldly punishment for him is obligatory if it 
can be proven and judicial evidence is carried out on it. The Qur’anic and Prophetic orders and the legal prohibitions are 
what reveal what is required by law and what is forbidden by law, and it is what contains within it a statement of the 
crime through an Islamic perspective determined by the law of heaven that was revealed to Muhammad bin Abdullah, 
may God’s prayers and peace be upon him. Accordingly, Islamic legislation in most of its concept is called and is 
intended by Islamic jurisprudence, and according to the expression of one of the jurists that: that is, legislation is the 
same jurisprudence and the concept of each of them does not differ from the other. Detailed". God Almighty has created 
a comprehensive heavenly law for people to abide by its provisions and be held accountable for violating it, and God 
Almighty, the Almighty, did not leave an action without a ruling, whether this action was beneficial or harmful, and he 
obligated people to perform beneficial actions and refrain from harmful actions, and that these provisions included 
everything and dealt with All the places dealt with by man-made laws, and even more than them. Islamic Sharia deals 
with all human actions in all aspects of his activity, and defines the limits, and establishes them on the basis of justice 
and equality. Among the legal rulings is what is discussed in worship, and some of them are research in transactions on 
the widest scale, whether these transactions are related to family affairs, crimes, punishments, or anything else that is in 
the interest of man and keeps harmful things away from him. However, Islamic jurisprudence included all the branches 
of man-made laws that we know nowadays from different branches and added to them, because Islamic legislation tends 
to reform its rulings in two aspects: the relationship of the slave to his Lord, and his relationship with his fellow human 
being, and in other words it aims to reform the soul and soul of man with the intention of fix his actions. And all of this 
came through the provisions that God enacted for his servants. As these commands and prohibitions are the sections of 
the ruling with which the Islamic street addressed the taxpayers. 
 
Definition of judgment and its divisions : 
Judgment in Islamic law is divided into two parts, mandated rule, and man-made rule. As for the mandated ruling, it is: 
“God Almighty’s speech related to the actions of those who are assigned as a matter of necessity or choice.” The ruling 
is the language of attributing one thing to another either positively or negatively, and the legal ruling: is the speech of 
God Almighty, and the discourse is directing speech towards others for understanding, or it is the speech intended to be 
understood by the one who is prepared to understand so that he can hear it and be able to bring it and implement it. The 
Almighty directs what has been reported to the listener or those in his judgment, and as for His saying in the definition, 
which is related to the actions of the entrusted, beware of it that is related to His Noble Essence, such as the Almighty’s 
saying ڤ)    : (ٿ ٿ ٹ ٹ ٹ ٹ and related to inanimate objects such as the Almighty’s saying: From God Almighty, however, it 
is not a ruling, as it is not related to the actions of those who are accountable by necessity or choice. And the 
requirement is the request and it is divided into a request to do and a request to leave, and the request for the action if it 
is firm, then it is obligatory, and if it is not decisive, then it is recommended, and the request to leave, if it is firm, then it 
is forbidden, and if it is not decisive, then it is makrooh, and as for the choice, it is permissibility, so the five provisions 
entered into these two The two terms for that are the five mandated rulings: the obligatory, the recommended, the 
forbidden, what is makrooh, and what is permissible. And there are jurists who include permission and determination in 
the mandated ruling, because what is required is to move what is the subject of the prohibition to the permissible, or 
what is required on the basis of inevitability and necessity to the permissible abandonment within a known period, it is a 
door between moving from a mandated ruling to another, because Mandatory Shari’a rulings demanded those who are 
charged with actions, and demanded them to desist from others, and it may expose the taxpayer to what makes the 
assignment difficult and unbearable, or it can only be performed with extraordinary hardship. But it is possible to 
perform it in a sentence, so God Almighty permits the one who is obligated to leave the action that the legislator 
demands, such as the sick person in Ramadan is permitted to break his fast on the condition that he spends it on several 
other days. And the one who is in charge of the assignment is the duty, and the person must abide by it, such as the 
Almighty’s saying ڳ (گ   :  ,( so establish the act of an order, and the command is definitely obligatory. Therefore, 
performing the prayer is obligatory and the one who neglects it is punished, because he left something known from the 
religion by necessity and the forbidden, which is what the one who does it is condemned by Sharia. Like the Almighty’s 
saying (ئۈ ئې ئې ئې ئى ئى ئى ی) :and the Almighty’s saying ( ژ ڑ ک) :The first, and in the second verse, it is forbidden to simply 
approach adultery, and that the cause of the absolute prohibition is the obligation to finish and stay away from what God 
has forbidden and forbidden. And the third section of the mandate It is the choice, and its meaning: the taxpayer has the 
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choice between doing and leaving, as this does not result in leaving an order or a prohibited act. An example of this is: 
the Almighty’s saying  (چ چ چ ڇ چ  ڃ ڃ ڃ  (ڄ ڄ ڄ ڃ   :and the Almighty’s saying  .(ۋ ۋ  (ٷ   :These matters benefit from the 
ruling that it is permissible for a person to do or leave it, and there is no penalty or punishment for that. This is the first 
section of the ruling, which is mandated ruling . 
 
As for the second part of the ruling, which is the positive ruling, it is: “What necessitates making a thing a cause, a 
condition for it, or an impediment to it.” This ruling is called man-made, because it requires setting up reasons for 
causes, such as making adultery a reason for the lashing of the adulterer in the Almighty’s saying  ( ڀ ڀ ڀ ٺ ٺ ٺ ٺ) :and 
God’s saying: God Almighty has made theft a reason for amputating the hand, and this is a legal ruling because it is 
learned from the Shari’a in that theft does not necessitate the punishment itself, but rather by making the Shari’a, it is a 
causal ruling . 
 
This and the reason in the language: what can be reached to a purpose, and from it the rope is called a reason and the 
path is a reason, because of the possibility of reaching the intended purpose, and its application in the terminology of the 
legislators to some of its names in the language. As for the terminology of the fundamentalists: “It is every apparent and 
disciplined description that indicates the legal evidence that it is a definition of a legal ruling ”. 
 
As for the second type of positive judgment, it is the condition: “And it is the one who necessitates non-existence, and 
its existence does not necessitate existence or non-existence.” Or what its absence includes a wisdom that necessitates 
the opposite of the rule of the cause while the wisdom of the cause remains, it is the condition of the judgment, and the 
legal judgment in that is only the Lawgiver’s judgment on the description as a preventer or a condition and not the same 
as the condemned. An example of this is the Almighty’s saying  .(ڇ ڇ ڇ ڍ ڍ ڌ ڌ ڎ ڎ ڈ ژ ژ ڑ ڑ ڑ) :In this noble verse, God 
Almighty requires that they bring four witnesses who testify to the truthfulness of their statement in what they accused 
Aisha, daughter of Abi Bakr al-Siddiq - may God be pleased with all of them - in the incident of falsehood that you 
threw. And they deserve punishment for this village . 
 
The third type: is that the ruling is an impediment, which is divided into the impediment of the ruling and the 
impediment of the cause. As for the impediment to the ruling: “It is every apparent and disciplined existential 
description that necessitates a wisdom, which requires the existence of the antithesis of the rule of the cause while the 
rule of the cause remains.” An example of this is paternity that prevents the flow of retribution between the father and 
his son, in application of the hadith of the Messenger, may God bless him and grant him peace, “A father is not led by 
his son.” No inheritance for the murderer, as stated in the hadith of the Prophet, may God bless him and grant him 
peace: “There is no inheritance for the murderer.” As for the impediment to the cause, it is: “Every description that 
violates the wisdom of reason for sure is like religion in the chapter on zakat with the possession of the quorum.” 
However, there is a group of fundamentalists who include intention and permission in the categories of positive 
governance and divide it into five sections. 
 
As it has been proven by induction, that the positive judgment either requires making something a reason for something, 
or a condition, or an impediment, or a justification for a license instead of intention, or it is correct or incorrect. He 
began to list the sections of positive governance until he said: "The fourth chapter is on the will and the license." 
Whether determination and permission are from the sections of the mandated rule, or they are from the sections of the 
positive rule, it is important for us to stand on the truth and the nature of each of them in order to know the location and 
location of the crimes of necessity in the pure Islamic jurisprudence . 
 
Intent and Permission 
Imam Al-Ghazali - may God have mercy on him - says in Al-Mustafa: “Know that determination is a definite intent.” 
God Almighty said  (ڦ ڦ  ڤ  ڤ  (ڤ   :that is, an eloquent intention, and He named some of the Messengers the men of 
determination to confirm their intention in seeking the truth. As for determination in the tongue of the Shariah: “It is an 
expression of what obligated the servants to obligate God Almighty.” As for the license in the tongue, it is about ease 
and ease. It is said that the price is cheap if it decreases and it is easy to buy, and in the Shariah: “It is an expression of 
what the taxpayer was able to do for an excuse and was unable to do it with the presence of the forbidden cause.” This 
mitigation, or it is what is legislated for a difficult excuse in special cases, or it is the permissibility of the prohibited 
with evidence along with the evidence of prohibition.” The license is also defined by their saying: “What was legislated 
because of a justification for the failure of the original ruling.” Accordingly, the determination is a general ruling that is 
the original ruling, and it includes As for the license, it is not the original ruling, but rather it is a ruling that came to 
prevent the continuation of the obligation in the original ruling, and in most cases it transfers the ruling from the level of 
necessity to the level of permissibility, and it may transfer it to the level of obligatory, thus the original ruling falls 
completely and this and the license There are many reasons: one of them is necessity, such as one who is in a distressed 
state and fears death for himself, and finds nothing to eat except the dead carcass, then he is entitled to eat it, rather he 
has to eat it. Imam Al-Ghazali says: “...But it is called Tanaw For the dead is a license and the fall of the Ramadan fast 
for the traveler is a license. On the whole, this name is used in fact and metaphorically, for the truth is in the highest 
rank, such as the permissibility of uttering the word blasphemy due to coercion, as well as the permissibility of drinking 
wine, and destroying the money of others due to coercion and starvation and snoring with a morsel that is only 
acceptable to the wine that is with it. And as for the metaphor that is far from the truth, you call it what has been lowered 
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from us of the insistence and shackles that were imposed on those before us in the abrogated boredom, and what is not 
obligatory or upon others is not called a permit, and the concession is a space in contrast to the restriction... Unbelief is 
ignorance of God Almighty or a lie about Him. These prohibitions exist and have been motivated by fear, so every 
prohibition that is prompted by excuse and fear with the possibility of leaving it, is called its impulsiveness as a license, 
and it does not prevent this from changing the phrase, by making the absence of the excuse a condition attached to the 
compelling. The two harms become obligatory and obedience in addition to the greater of the two, just as drinking wine 
becomes obligatory in the case of one who snores with a morsel, and eating the food of others is obligatory for the one 
who is in distress, and spoiling the wealth of others is not prohibited for its own sake. Therefore, if you It is obligatory 
or permissible for him to kill him”. 
 
Types of licenses: 
The license is divided into two parts, a license to act and a license to leave, according to what was stated in the intention. 
If the judgment of intention requires leaving, then the license is a license of action, and if the judgment of intention 
actually requires, then the license is a license to leave. 
 
The license to act is: that there is a forbidden prohibition, which is the original ruling, then there is a necessity or a need 
that justifies doing what he forbade, and that includes seeing the woman’s private parts in case of treatment when 
necessary, because embarrassment and hardship lead to this vision and it is the subject of a forbidden prohibition. This is 
an undoubted license. And if necessary, there are pictures. 
 
The first form: that in adopting the resolve, there is self-destruction, but with that it is permissible to adhere to the 
resolve, and that is like someone who utters the word of disbelief under the edge of the sword. ). Ammar bin Yasir, may 
God be pleased with him, uttered the word of disbelief under the influence of severe torment, and he said to the Prophet, 
may God’s prayers and peace be upon him, and he asked him, “What is behind you, Ammar?” He said, “Evil, they did 
not leave me until I got you, and I mentioned their gods with goodness.” He said, “How did you find your heart?” He 
said: I am assured of faith. He, peace be upon him, said: “If they return, then return.” And the Prophet, may God’s 
prayers and peace be upon him, was informed that two men were threatened by the polytheists with death, and one of 
them refrained from uttering infidelity until he was killed, and the other uttered, so he, peace be upon him, said of those 
who refused: He is the best of the martyrs, and he is my companion in Paradise. Charity ratified by God Almighty on his 
servants who are forced. And of this kind is enjoining good and forbidding evil, if the ruler is a tyrant and unjust, who 
kills those who enjoin good and forbid evil, then he permits the people of truth to remain silent, and the people of 
determination to speak. And God Almighty said”. ې ې ې ى ى ئا ئا ئو ئۇ ئۇ ئۆ ئۆ ئۆ ئۈ ئۈ ئې) : 
 
The second form: of necessity, which is that a person does not have the choice between adopting the original ruling and 
the second ruling, such as the case of one who is forced to drink alcohol and eat pork if he fears that he will be damaged 
if he does not eat or drink or eat in general these taboos, then in this case he must To take it, and that is because these 
things were forbidden because they corrupt the soul and the mind, and there is no doubt that preserving life is priority, 
and because of that he is not rewarded if he prefers patience and does not deal with these taboos, and with this 
obligatory the matter comes out of it being a concession, because permission requires permission, that there is There are 
two rulings in the matter: the ruling on determination and the ruling on the license, and in the affirmative, the matter 
came out of being a licence, as the first ruling fell, and the pride of Islam Al-Bazdawi said in its origins: “To call this a 
license is like a metaphor, because eating is the only ruling on the subject . ”… 
 
And some scholars do not stipulate in the license, that the two things are permissible according to Sharia - rather the 
license is considered fixed by moving from an original ruling to another for an excuse of excuses, or for the existence of 
an impediment that prevents the continuation of the original ruling, and accordingly it is considered eating dead dead in 
necessity, such as a license, and they divide the license It is divided into two parts: a drop license, and an entertainment 
license. 
 
The license to abort, the rule of intention in it does not remain, but the situation that required the license dropped the 
rule of resolve, and made the legal rule in it is the license, and they represented him with the permissibility of eating 
dead meat or drinking wine when hungry and thirsty . 
 
As for the entertainment license, the rule of determination in it remains and its evidence is valid, but a license to leave it 
is to ease and entertain the taxpayer, for example: one who is forced to utter the word blasphemy, and to destroy the 
money of others. And they said: The authorized text did not waive the sanctity of uttering the word disbelief on the one 
who was forced to, but made an exception from God’s wrath and his deserving of the punishment as a mercy to His 
servants. This division is attributed to the Hanafi scholars. There is an opinion of some of the modern jurists saying: 
“What is taken from the texts is that all licenses are prescribed for entertainment and to relieve the one who is charged 
with the permissibility of the prohibited act, so every forbidden act is permitted when necessary without differentiating 
between forbidden and forbidden. In both cases the forbidden is permitted for necessity. Permissibility of the prohibited 
with a license, that there is no sin in it or in doing it.To this, God, the Blessed and Most High, indicated by His saying  :
H(ھ   ے ے)     the person in charge may follow the license in order to relieve himself, and he may follow determination 
bearing the burden of hardship, unless the hardship will cause him harm from its endurance. It is obligatory for him to 
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avoid harm and to follow the license, according to the Almighty’s saying  (ۀ ۀ ہ ہ ہ) :and the Almighty’s saying  ڃ ڃ چ چ چ) :
 …” . and God Almighty loves that His licenses be granted, just as He loves that His decrees be grantedچ ڇ ڇ ڇ ڇ) 
 
The second type of licenses:- It is the licensing of the Turk, and its examples are many in Islamic jurisprudence. 
Including the license to break the fast in Ramadan, the license to leave enjoining good and forbidding evil, and the 
license to refrain from performing the testimony for those who bear it if necessary. And so on . 
 
License rule 
As for the ruling on licensing and working with it, it revolves between obligation and permissibility, as we explained 
above, so it is obligatory upon him, since committing the lesser of two harms becomes a duty and obedience to God 
Almighty in addition to the greatest of them, just as drinking alcohol becomes an obligation in the case of one who 
choked with a morsel and did not find anything else, and eating dead meat and meat. Pig and the food of others are 
obligatory for the one who is compelled to eat, and if he does not eat, he is a sinner, because he threw himself into 
destruction and killing the soul which is forbidden by the Almighty God. As for uttering the word blasphemy or 
corrupting the money of others, it is permissible for him to do so following the license . 
 
Other types of licenses: 
The fundamentalists mentioned two other types of licenses: 
The first:- It is a license to drop the arduous duties that were imposed on the nations before us, or they are the abrogation 
of the rulings that God removed from them, and it was one of the hard costs on the nations before us, which is referred 
to by the Almighty’s saying )    : (ئە ئو ئو ئۇ ئۇ ئۆ ئۆ ئۈ ئۈ ئې  Examples of that: the assignment to loan the place of impurity 
from the garment, and killing oneself is repentance from disobedience, and it is not permissible to pray except in 
mosques. And Imam Al-Ghazali said in Al-Mustafa that considering this permission is a far-fetched metaphor, he says: 
“It is a metaphor far from the truth to name what relieved us of the burden and shackles that were imposed on those 
before us in the previous boredom A license ."... 
 
The second type: - the desirable contracts that came in contrast to analogy, such as the peace contract. It was reported 
that the Prophet (peace and blessings of God be upon him) forbade selling what a person does not have, but he granted a 
concession in peace, so the validity of the peace contract was considered a license. The pride of Islam al-Bazdawi said 
that this is a metaphor . 
 
However, there is a well-known fundamentalist rule which states that: “No one is charged by law except for the one who 
is able to understand the evidence of the assignment worthy of what he is mandated with, and he is not charged by 
Sharia except with a possible and capable act of the one who is obligated, known to him with knowledge that leads him 
to comply with it.” This rule shows the conditions that must be met by the taxpayer, i.e. the responsible person, and the 
conditions that must be met by the act he is charged with. As for the conditions of the taxpayer, it is stipulated that: 
 
First: That he be able to understand the evidence of the assignment, i.e. that he be able to understand the legal texts that 
came with the mandated ruling, because the one who is unable to understand cannot comply with what he is charged 
with. 
 
Second: That he be worthy of what he was entrusted with, that is, that he is worthy of responsibility and worthy of 
punishment . 
 
As for the conditions of the act assigned to him, it is stipulated that: 
First: It should be possible, so no assignment is impossible . 
Second: That it be possible for the one who is obligated to do so, i.e. in the ability of the person to do it or leave it . 
Third: That the act, after its ability and the ability of the taxpayer to do it, is fully known to the taxpayer, which leads 
him to comply . 
 
The legal nature of necessity 
Jurisprudence has gone into determining the legal nature of the necessity of various doctrines; Among the jurists are 
those who consider necessity a valid reason for crime. This conditioning was criticized on the grounds that necessity is 
not one of the reasons for the permissibility of crime, because the permissive reason is what removes the character of the 
crime from the behavior. It also proves to him the character of legitimate behavior in the eyes of all branches of law. 
The truth is that the state of necessity does not have that effect - as we will explain later - because if it excludes the 
criminal penalty, it does not exempt the perpetrator of the crime of necessity from the civil penalty, which is to pay 
compensation to those who were harmed by this crime. necessity. This view was also criticized by the previous criticism 
due to the entailment of a civil penalty, and among the criminal jurists who consider necessity a right for those who exist 
in a state of necessity. This view was also criticized by the previous criticism due to the entailment of civil punishment. 
Among the criminal jurists who consider necessity an impediment to responsibility, as well as jurists who consider the 
state of necessity an impediment to punishment, and they portray this by saying in their justification that “the use of 
punishment for society”: If the defendant had He sacrificed a right of little importance for the sake of preserving a more 
important right. His action is beneficial to society, so there is no punishment for him, and if the two rights are equal, 
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then there is no point in punishment because the defendant was surrounded by exceptional circumstances that prompted 
him to act. This is a complete depiction of the impediments to punishment . 
 
Some also argue that necessity is considered a form of moral coercion, so whoever is in a state of necessity is coerced 
into the act that saves him from it. This opinion is criticized, for whoever is in a state of necessity, a person does not 
engage in violence, neither on his body nor on himself, in order to push him to commit the crime, as it is his action not 
only from a material point of view, but from a psychological point of view as well. The state of necessity is not imposed 
on whoever is in it. A specific act, but he must imagine a way to get rid of it, and choose the action that he deems to be 
the way to get rid of the danger that threatens him. Moreover, this opinion is incorrect when the one who is threatened 
with danger is a person other than the one who committed the act, such as the doctor who kills the fetus in order to save 
the mother in a difficult birth, because It is not true that the doctor is subject to coercion, and among the jurists who 
consider necessity a reason for permissibility in some cases, and an impediment to liability in other cases, and in this 
regard, Dr. In which the act of necessity is committed in order to ward off a grave danger that threatens the soul of 
others, not the soul of the perpetrator, because the commission of the crime was not the result of an influence on the 
will. or equal in value. The result of this is that necessity in his doctrine does not have a single nature, but rather it is an 
impediment to liability in some of its forms and a reason for its permissibility in others.” Contemporary legislation 
includes what defines the nature of necessity by explicit text, and some of them suffice to explain its ruling and stipulate 
its conditions. The point is that the dispute is in the legal nature. Necessity is nothing but a branch of the dispute in its 
basis and cause.The different opinions that were expressed to justify exemption from responsibility in the event of 
necessity revolve from the legal point of view around two doctrines: a doctrine that searches for the reason for the 
exemption in the person of the offender, and a doctrine that searches for its reason in the act committed under the 
pressure of necessity. 
 
First: According to the first doctrine, an act committed under the pressure of necessity is considered a crime, even if the 
perpetrator is not punished. Based on this, necessity is one of the obstacles to responsibility, and the owners of this 
doctrine differed in its justification . 
 
Some of them refer to coercion on the grounds that whoever commits the crime under the rule of necessity is in fact 
coerced to commit it, although he retains a measure of his choice, but this amount is small and does not count because 
his field of choice is greatly narrowed, and he is unable to Facing necessity, except for extraordinary people, and these 
cannot be measured against. 
 
And this opinion is defective - as previously - that it is not suitable for justifying the exemption except in some form of 
necessity, which is the one in which the meaning of coercion is realized, according to the above, and it is not suitable for 
other forms in which the offender is abstract from all the meanings of oppression. 
 
And some of them base the justification of the exemption on the uselessness of punishing the one who commits the 
crime under the rule of necessity, because whoever commits a crime in such circumstances is not bad and deserves to be 
blamed, and the punishment will not achieve the desired goal in his person, as he is not in need of reform, and there is 
no benefit from Reprimand him because whoever is in such circumstances, you will not be reprimanded e penalty . 
 
Second: According to the second doctrine, the committed act is not considered a crime, as it is not subject to the penal 
code because necessities allow prohibitions. Moreover, the state of necessity is based on the sacrifice of one right in 
order to preserve another right. If the sacrificed right is not the preserved right, then its sacrifice is obligatory, because 
the public interest requires the prevention of more severe harm with what is lighter. Maintaining one can only be done 
by sacrificing the other, for this reason this act does not matter to the social body and the law does not interfere with it. 
This doctrine is based on the differentiation between rights. This opinion issues the state of necessity as “an impediment 
to punishment.” And as we said, there are scholars who consider necessity a reason for permissibility, and some of them 
consider it a reason for permissibility in some cases and an impediment to punishment in some cases, or a permissible 
reason in some cases and an impediment to responsibility in other cases. And some of them see it as a reason for 
exemption from criminal responsibility, because an ordinary man would, if found in that case, commit the crime in order 
to ward off serious harm for himself or the soul of others. Impediments to responsibility, as they raise responsibility and 
do not permit the act, and the text of Article 61 of the Egyptian Penal Code is explicit in this sense by saying: “There is 
no punishment for a person who commits a crime that I have resorted to committing by the necessity of protecting 
himself or others from a grave danger to the self that is about to fall into him or someone else, and he was not Because 
of his will, he entered into his solutions, and he is not in his power to prevent him in any other way.” For this reason, it 
was said that the reason for the exemption is the compulsion in which the offender is, and it is an explanation that is 
consistent with some of its forms, and it is moral coercion in its special meaning and the urgent necessity in which the 
meaning of coercion is realized, but it is not correct in other forms in which there is no meaning of the meanings of 
coercion. It is more appropriate to say, in such cases, that the reason for the exemption is the social interest that is 
expected from the exemption and the absence of the benefit from punishment, because whoever commits a crime in such 
circumstances does not deserve to be blamed, and it is not a reason for its permissibility, because the texts of the Civil 
Code are clear-cut, However, the Egyptian legal system does not consider necessity a reason for permissibility. Article 
168 of the aforementioned law states that whoever causes harm to others in order to avoid greater harm to him or to 
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others is only obligated to pay compensation that the judge deems appropriate. And jurisprudence and the judiciary that 
the act of the compelled, even if it does not require - in this case - full compensation, it is considered illegal, and it is 
considered a fortiori if the damage paid is equal to the damage incurred . 
 
Comparison between Sharia and law in the nature of necessity 
We explained in the above the legal and legal adaptation of the state of necessity in both Islamic Sharia and positive 
law, and we saw how the legal scholars differed over themselves in adapting the state of necessity according to different 
times and different opinions and different explanations for it. There are in the case of necessity, and some of them 
considered it an impediment to responsibility, and some of them decided that it is an impediment to punishment, as they 
say that punishment is useless for society, because the defendant sacrificed a right of little importance in order to 
preserve a more important right, so his act is considered to be of benefit to society. , there is no face for punishment, 
even if the two rights are equal, as the defendant was surrounded by exceptional circumstances that pushed him to this 
criminal act. Among the jurists are those who consider necessity a form of moral coercion, so whoever is found in a 
state of necessity is coerced into the act that saves him from it. 
 
All of these views have been subjected to criticism, and not a single adaptation of criticism survived until some jurists of 
positive law said that an act committed in a state of necessity is not considered a crime and is not subject to the Penal 
Code. What made modern man-made legislation expressly stipulate a statement of the state of necessity, its rule and 
conditions in order to avoid criticism directed at each opinion. 
 
But if we look closely at Islamic law, the law of heaven that came down from above the seven heavens on the heart of 
the messenger as a mercy to the worlds, for the happiness of people in their religion and their world, we find that it 
considered the crimes of necessity among the duties that the compelled must do at times, such as eating forbidden foods 
and drinks to save For his life from destruction, and that if he refrains from eating it, he is a sinner for his abstention, 
because the state of necessity makes what is prohibited permissible, and refraining from eating permissible to the extent 
of self-destruction is prohibited (چ چ ڇ ڇ ڇ ڇ .This is because a person’s soul is not really his property, but rather it is like 
a trust or a bare deposit to him, because its owner and creator is God Almighty, and it is not the right of man, who is like 
a trustee or a borrower, to destroy what God has entrusted unless He permits him. This destruction in certain cases such 
as fighting for the sake of God. 
 
This is on the one hand, and on the other hand comes the legal adaptation of the crimes of necessity that this is a license 
that God authorized for his weak servants who are in such difficult circumstances, and God Almighty must grant his 
licenses as well as his wills must be given - as stated in the trail - and Imam Al-Ghazali says in an exposition of He 
leaves the license until he perishes: “Performing the lesser of two evils becomes an obligation and obedience in addition 
to the greatest of them, just as drinking wine becomes an obligation in the case of someone who chokes on a morsel, and 
eating the food of others is a duty on the one who is in distress, and spoiling the money of others is not forbidden to him. 
Therefore, if he is forced to kill him, he must Or it is permissible...” So what is taken from the texts is that all licenses 
are prescribed to entertain and relieve the one who is charged with the permissibility of doing the forbidden act, so every 
forbidden act is permitted when necessary, without differentiating between forbidden and forbidden. In both cases, the 
forbidden is permitted for necessity. And that the rule of the ban and evidence exist. The meaning of permitting the 
prohibited is that there is no sin on the doer or in his act. And to this the Lord, the Blessed and Exalted, pointed out 
strongly He has  ( ک) :and all of this is a mercy, compassion, and relief for the distressed servants of God. The Almighty 
said ٺ ٺ ٺ ٿ). : (ڀ ڀ ٺ  
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� If we look closely at Islamic law, the law of heaven that came down from above the seven heavens on the heart of the 

one who was sent as a mercy to the worlds, for the happiness of people in their religion and their world, we find that it 
considered the crimes of necessity among the duties that the compelled must do at times . 
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